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Learning through perturbations

Ablation study

Generating layered scenes Learning to segment
We train a StyleGAN with two separate generators, one for the background and 
one for the foreground with the mask. It is trained so that the composite images 
with a shifted foreground render realistic scenes.

We define two loss terms on generated masks to encourage binarization and 
assert minimum mask coverage and add them to the generator loss.

Generator results
StyleGAN trained on 100k images for 4 categories from LSUN object dataset:
Car, Horse, Chair, Bird. Minimum mask set to 25%, 20%, 15%, 15% respectively.

Objective: to show the 
importance of random shifts 
and other parameters. 
Experiments on LSUN Car.

The method works also on a dataset with two object categories and should 
improve as GANs improve.

We train encoders with fixed generators to get a segmentation for real images.
Goal: We aim to learn an object 
segmentation model without any human 
annotation (i.e., without supervision)
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We train a generative model 
that produces a layered 
image representation: 
background, foreground and 
mask.
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Challenge: How do we avoid reconstructing degenerate representations?
Proposed solution: We can expose degenerate solutions by applying a small 
random shift to the masked foreground.
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Motivation: Object segmentation currently requires expensive human 
annotation

When the segmentation is correct, the composite image with the foreground 
object shifted looks real.
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Add a loss term 
to avoid empty 

masks

Degeneracy

Wrong bg/fg
split

Same image
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Solution

Correct partition 
with shifts and 

mask loss

Small random 
shift to the 
foreground

Small random 
shift to the 
foreground


